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ABSTRACT
Meeting the rise of industry demand to incorporate machine learn-
ing (ML) components into software systems requires interdisci-
plinary teams contributing to a shared code base. To maintain
consistency, reduce defects and ensure maintainability, develop-
ers use code analysis tools to aid them in identifying defects and
maintaining standards. With the inclusion of machine learning,
tools must account for the cultural differences within the teams
which manifests as multiple programming languages, and conflict-
ing definitions and objectives. Existing tools fail to identify these
cultural differences and are geared towards software engineering
which reduces their adoption in ML projects. In our approach we
attempt to resolve this problem by exploring the use of context
which includes i) purpose of the source code, ii) technical domain,
iii) problem domain, iv) team norms, v) operational environment,
and vi) development lifecycle stage to provide contextualised error
reporting for code analysis. To demonstrate our approach, we adapt
Pylint as an example and apply a set of contextual transformations
to the linting results based on the domain of individual project files
under analysis. This allows for contextualised and meaningful error
reporting for the end user.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Code analysis tools reduce maintenance costs of a system through
the early detection and prevention of defects [9, 10, 15, 19, 20, 22].
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These tools also support the identification and refactoring of code
smells [8, 18] and reducing ML specific technical debt. By integrat-
ing code analysis tools into CI/CD pipelines modifications to code
can be tested to improve i) security [2], ii) readability [23], and iii)
consistency [34].

Machine learning (ML) applications stand to benefit from code
analysis by i) identifyingML specific technical debt [25], ii) catching
defects in models and data and iii) mitigating ML unique failure
modes [3, 16]. These unique failure modes contribute to eroded
trust and reputation damage as demonstrated by Amazon’s sexist
recruiting tool [24] or failure of the Thistle F.C. ball tracking system
[27]. ML systems also have increased maintenance costs and effort
to manage infrastructure for data and model management [25].
The additional infrastructure and dependence on data increases
area where defects can occur. Code analysis tools are a promising
approach for improving the robustness of ML applications.

However, code analysis tools suffer from high false positive rates
when analysing ML applications [30]. The impact of high false
positive rates is poor adoption and wasted time. False positives
are perceived as a challenge [28, 29]. Calibration is required to
balance false negatives (missed defects) and false positives (no de-
fect present). Development of ML applications utilises multiple
languages and mixed teams of data scientists (specialists in de-
velopment and application of ML algorithms) working alongside
software engineers to integrate the algorithms with the surround-
ing infrastructure. As such, defects in ML applications require a
combination of data science and software engineering expertise to
resolve [12]. Thus, code analysis tools operating on ML applications
must account for i) multiple programming languages, ii) conflicting
definition and prioritisation of defects in interdisciplinary teams,
iii) ML specific failure modes, and iv) provide contextualised error
reporting to provide explanations in the context of ML to reduce
false positives.

Existing code analysis tools for ML have focused on data linters
[13], and tensor shapes [17]. Code analysis tools focus on analysing
Python, a popular language for ML [26] or identifying general
code smells [11]. However, existing approaches are not sufficient
to provide actionable explanations for mixed development teams
and ignore the technical domain of ML [4]. For example, during
exploratory data analysis, code quality is sacrificed for speed of
experimentation and discovery of insights; here the activity influ-
ences the definition of code quality. This paper proposes inclusion
of context from the technical domain, software artefact and envi-
ronment to improve the precision of code analysis tools through
contextualised feedback.
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In this paper we present a research agenda for MLSmellHound,
a context-aware tool that improves the precision of code analysis
tools. The goal of our research is to improve the maintainability and
robustness of ML applications through context-aware code analysis
tools. We hypothesize that context can improve the precision of
code analysis tools and propose the following research questions:

• RQ1:What context can be mined from ML projects?
• RQ2: How can context transformations be applied to priori-
tize ML smells?

• RQ3:Which software metrics can be used with context to
predict ML smells?

Our novel approach is inspired by ideas from model driven en-
gineering that uses i) a context metamodel, ii) a set of context
transformations, and iii) context checkers to improve code analysis
for ML.

Motivated by the work in Simmons et al. [26], we provide a
demonstrator of MLSmellHound on Python coding conventions.
We apply our approach to an existing code analysis tool, Pylint. Our
tool uses the purpose of the source code to selectively apply and cus-
tomise linting errors. Contributions arising from this paper include:
1) an approach for leveraging context to reduce false positive rates
in code analysis tools, and 2) a demonstrator of MLSmellHound
for leveraging context in coding conventions for ML applications.

2 MOTIVATION
To motivate our research we use coding conventions as an example.

Consider Dave, a data scientist, working with a software engi-
neer, Tammy. Dave and Tammy are tasked with creating a fraud
prediction model. Dave finds a research paper providing a solution
that best fits the description of the problem. Dave implements the
solution in Python and the widely available ML frameworks [7].
When Dave issues a pull request, the pull request is reviewed by
Tammy. During the review Tammy identifies that the code violates
their organisation’s coding standards. Figure 1 shows an example
of Dave’s code.

Figure 1: Code snippet from an open-source project1 violat-
ing Python’s naming conventions

The organisation follows PEP8 coding standards, that states that
variable names such as ‘P’ should be lowercase. When asked why
Dave neglected to use the organisation’s code analysis tool, Dave
responds that he prefers keeping the variable names similar to the

1https://github.com/shuyo/iir.git

mathematical notation of the algorithm in the paper he is imple-
menting, for example, capital letters to represent matrices, and
indicates that the configuration used by the organisation ignores
data science norms resulting in high false positives from his per-
spective. Dave and Tammy agree there is a need to adjust the organ-
isation’s standards to restore team cohesion; however, deliberating
a fix diminishes productivity as i) existing linter configurations are
calibrated, ii) rule sets defined and agreed upon, and iii) new scripts
are implemented as existing tools cannot identify the context of ML
code. To help Dave and Tammy we propose a context-aware tool
that selectively applies convention rules depending on the code
context.

3 VISION
Our goal is to improve the maintenance aspects and robustness
of ML applications by using context-aware code analysis tools.
We borrow ideas from model driven engineering (MDE) [6] to
compose a new category of tools for modelling context. These tools
are designed to provide better tool support for interdisciplinary
teams.Purpose of the code determines the priority and importance
of the defect E.G: Experiment/ Deployment To realise our vision
we have modelled the problem with concepts from MDE as shown
in Figure 2. We use the principle of meta-modelling [5] to create
the context meta-models and context transformations for the tool.
Below, we pinpoint the core components of the proposed model.

3.1 Context Metamodel

RQ1. What context can be mined from ML projects?
The context metamodel represents properties that comprise the con-
text for an ML application. We plan to investigate multiple facets
of context including i) purpose of the source code, ii) technical
domain [4], iii) problem domain, iv) team norms, v) operational
environment, and vi) development lifecycle stage. The context meta-
model will define the relationships between these concepts. The
source code is given as input to the system. The system makes
use of a Parser (c.f Figure 2) to abstract over different source code
languages and repositories, and map it to contextual features; for
example, extracting file level imports of known ML frameworks for
that language to help determine if the incoming code is categorised
as ML or non-ML code. A context metamodel is applied to annotate
the source code, producing a Project Specific Context which pro-
vides a high level representation for informing the context-aware
linter.

3.2 Context Transformations

RQ2. How can context transformations be applied to
prioritise ML smells?

The context transformations enable MLSmellHound to modify the
linter based on the context of a project. These transformations
include:

• Subtraction - context disallows certain rules from applying
on a file.

• Addition - context selectively applies new rules to better
inform the user of design problems.
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Figure 2: A conceptual overview of the novel context-aware code analysis tool, MLSmellHound.

• Reprioritisation - context used to re-rank linting results to
draw attention to high priority items and demote items that
are unlikely to be relevant in the given context.

• Remessage - operational context produces a different mes-
sage to an end-user to improve usability.

Context transformations can be used with existing tools extending
our approach to all code analysis tools.

3.3 Context Checkers

RQ3.Which software metrics can be used with the con-
text to predict ML smells?

The context checkers are the rules that are used to operate on the
software artefacts informed by the project specific context. These
checkers are informed by ML smells that are known to cause issues
and include metrics for identifying each smell. We hypothesise that
the combination of context transformations and a context model
will improve the precision of code analysis tools. The Context-
Aware Linter (cf. Figure 2) is a code analyser performing two
functions: i) checking for ML code smells and anti-patterns by
applying the relevant set of Context Checkers to each file in
the source code; ii) generating the context-transformed linting
messages. Using these two functions theAudit Report is generated
for the user to evaluate the code.

4 WHY IS IT NEW?
ML smells are an emerging area of research. Recent work has
investigated i) the prevalence of code smells in ML applications [30],
ii) deep learning [14] code smells, iii) anti-patterns [21], and linters
for datasets [13]. However, a gap exists for a code analysis tool that
automatically identifies ML-specific smells. Unlike existing tools,
our approach also considers the technical domain [4] to provide
context-aware recommendations for the code base. New tools are
needed to identify suitable metrics that locate ML smells and sup-
port the developer in prioritising impact to redirect engineering
effort.

Code analysis tools ignore cultural differences. Current
code analysis tools are geared to support software engineering
standards, however not all of these standards may be applicable for
ML software, resulting in an increase in false positives and reduced
adoption [29, 30]. Code analysis tools need to consider the cultural
differences existing between disciplines in cross functional teams
to improve support for shared development. Code quality in ML
software may score poorly against traditional code quality metrics

due to experimentation, mathematical vocabulary and the nature
of code artefacts. To support these developers, we utilise a set of
transformations based on the context of the program to selectively
apply linting rules. Our tool prioritises outputs for developers, to
support data scientists to build standards-compliant code without
hindering their productivity.

Novel use of context for improving the precision of code
analysis tools. Context has been used in software engineering
to improve software quality [1, 33], security [31], and to improve
development time [32]. In our approach, we leverage MDE to treat
code artefacts as models, to extract metadata to improve code anal-
ysis for interdisciplinary teams, and to selectively apply a set of
transformations to linting outputs with the goal of reducing false
positive rates. Contextual features extracted include the purpose
of the code (which we plan to detect by analysing the operations
implemented in the code). For example, we detect whether a code
file pertains to ML functionality, or is intended as a non-ML mod-
ule that provides the surrounding infrastructure. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work to use context to improve code
analysis for ML projects.

5 MLSMELLHOUND DEMONSTRATOR
To demonstrate the approach, we developed an initial prototype of
MLSmellHound that provides context-aware linting2. Our tool is
based on Pylint, a popular linter for Python projects that is highly
configurable but that does not consider context. The demonstrator
shows how existing code analysis tools can be augmented with context
using our approach. For the purposes of demonstration, we use
a simplified representation of the purpose of the source code as
the context (whether a source file is an ML or non-ML module),
although we will explore finer granularities (e.g. data wrangling,
configuration, etc.) and additional dimensions of context (e.g. stage
of the team data science process) in the future. To determine this
simplified context, we traverse through each of the Python files in
a given directory line by line. If we detect the presence of an ML
library import, we flag that file as an ML module. A sample of the
output is presented in Figure 3.

The following context transformations are implemented in the
tool: Subtraction/Addition: Depending on the context, we con-
figure Pylint to selectively enable or disable different rules, as well
as use adjusted thresholds and patterns. For example, ML code

2Download MLSmellHound from: https://github.com/a2i2/ml-smell-hound
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Figure 3: Screenshot showing difference between Pylint default output (left), and transformed ouput generated by MLSmell-
Hound (right). Pylint warns about “e” and “df”, whereas MLSmellHound accepts these in the context of ML files. The output
also shows that trailing-whitespace warnings have been re-ranked to a lower priority for ML files.

often uses short variable names inspired by mathematical conven-
tions [26], thus we use an altered regular-expression for validating
conformance to variable naming conventions when linting ML files.

Remessage: A common smell detected in ML source code is an
excessive number of parameters, which has been speculated to be
a result of algorithms with many hyperparameters [26]. To ensure
the message is understandable to data scientists we provide a simple
mechanism for overwriting these messages by mapping Pylint sym-
bols to custom messages tailored to the context. Reprioritisation:
Our tool transforms the linting output by moving message cate-
gories that are not relevant for a particular context to the bottom
of the generated output. E.g., ML code influenced by Tensorflow
often uses non-standard indentation (two spaces instead of four),
thus indentation warnings are deprioritised for ML files.

6 FUTURE PLANS
To realise the vision for MLSmellHound outlined in section 3 we
have broken our approach down into four phases: i) qualitative
evaluation of context for code analysis, ii) catalogue of ML smells
and fixes, iii) metrics and context for locating ML smells, and iv)
end-user evaluation of MLSmellHound.

Qualitative evaluation of context in code analysis. For fur-
ther validation, we plan to extend Simmons et al. [26] by inter-
viewing practitioners to better understand why coding conventions
change based on context. The interviews will also be designed to
understand the relevant context when building ML applications.

Catalogue of ML smells and fixes.We plan to conduct a map-
ping study to mine a catalogue of ML smells and anti-patterns with
appropriate solutions. Our goal is to establish if ML anti-patterns
map to existing software engineering code smells and analyse their
impact on the occurrence of ML failures to create a set of ML-
specific smells which map to defects that development teams need
to consider while developing ML applications. To improve the com-
pleteness of the catalogue we will include both academic and gray

literature (i.e. blogs, industry papers, and tutorials). From the cata-
logue we plan to identify context required for identifying an ML
smell and will evaluate our findings with practitioners.

Metrics and context for locating ML smells. Based on the
findings from the previous stage a set of smells will be selected. We
will investigate how and where the context can automatically be
mined for these smells in a software engineering project. These
smells will be integrated into MLSmellHound to assess if context
can be used to predict other ML smells.

End-user evaluation of MLSmellHound. Our plan is to run
MLSmellHound against open-source repositories and ask partici-
pants to assess the i) accuracy of the reported smells, ii) usability
of MLSmellHound, and iii) benefit for reducing failure in ML appli-
cations. We will also run a questionnaire to evaluate the relevance
of context used in the predictions as a form of interpretation of the
ML-smell prediction.

7 RISK
Differences in development exist between data scientists and soft-
ware engineers in software quality and expected outcomes, for
example software engineers may value software maintainability
while data scientists may value the performance of the model in
production. To account for this, we plan to identify these differ-
ences and include an approximation of the mental models of each
discipline to ensure ML smells and warnings are explained and
ranked in a manner that is compatible with the reasoning of that
discipline.

Another risk for our research is the assumption that dimensions
of context influence the relevance of code smells and the appropriate
preventative action can be identified and mined from available
artefacts. We plan to test this assumption through a controlled study
to evaluate the relevance of context with practitioners compared to
a control group using a tool that does not take into account context.
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